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Dream World Adventures – Essential specialist Kilimanjaro items

www.climb-kilimanjaro.co.za

Tel 012-331 6730

e-mail : info@climb-kilimanjaro.co.za

Dream World Adventures is an adventure and leisure tour Company that specializes in adventure treks up Kilimanjaro. We have given much thought to the
question – what equipment do I need when climbing Kilimanjaro? Below is a list of items which we consider essential Kilimanjaro for a safe and successful summit
attempt of Kilimanjaro. Our detailed Kilimanjaro recommended kit list is far more comprehensive, but items not listed here are often items that you need not visit a
specialist outdoor retail store for.
Key to equipment planning is the layering system and there are 3 different layers to consider. The 1st layer will be that which is closest to your body and the
correct thermal underwear which does not contain any cotton and wicks moisture away from the skin, is the way to go. The 2nd layer will be your thermal layer that
will keep you warm in cold conditions. Most people will take a down jacket which will be more than sufficient, but a good thermal fleece jacket will also be
rd
adequate. Remember to take similar protection for your legs (a 100gm fleece pant/tights). The 3 layer will be your outer layer or outer shell. This will ensure that
the heat that your body generates does not escape and that cold wind or moisture does not bring down your core temperature.
This 3-layer approach; base, middle and outer shell layer, is the most efficient way to ensure that you are warm and dry for your all-important summit attempt!

Base layer

Middle layer

Outer shell layer

The 1st layer is closest to your body - thermal underwear that
offers moisture control, cotton is not recommended due to inability
to wick moisture away from your skin.

The 2 nd layer will keep you warm in cold conditions. Most
people will take a down jacket which will be more than
sufficient, but a good thermal jacket will also do the job.
Remember to also take similar protection for your legs.

The last outer shell layer will prevent heat created by your body
from escaping and that cold wind & moisture lower your core
temperature.

First Ascent Thermal LS Crew Top

First Ascent Thermal Long Johns

First Ascent Ice Serac

First Ascent Trail Pants

First Ascent Flash Flood Pants
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First Ascent Flash Flood Jacket
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Head ware

Hands

Feet

Combined with the hood on your outer shell jacket,
your balaclava or beanie will prevent heat from
escaping your head. A headlamp is very handy during
your summit at night. Standard sun classes that is uv
protected will be adequate and a broad band sun hat
for sun protection.

The best combination is a fleece inner glove with an
outer mitt that is wind and water proof that will prevent
heat from escaping your hands.

Thermal hiking socks are recommended to keep your feet dry to prevent blisters.
Your hiking boots should be comfortable, give you ankle support, be waterproof
& breathable, have a sturdy sole, and not be too heavy. It is very important to
get the correct boots for your feet, as most makes of boots differ as far as sizes
are concerned.

First Ascent Polartec
Balaclava

Petzl Tikkina

First Ascent Thermal
Liner gloves

First Ascent Velocity Ski Gloves

Falke TK4 Hiking Sock

First Ascent Explorer
Trekking Socks

Karrimor Skye X-Lite Event
series

Other items
The key to your everyday hiking clothing is that it should be ‘breathable’ – allowing moisture to
wick away from the body, provides UV protection, easily washable and quick dry. T-shirts will also
do, but stay away from cotton as this absorbs moister that will reduce your core temperature.
Synthetic fabrics are better.

First Ascent Oasis Shirt

First Ascent Men's Trek Lite Pants

Gaiters can be use each day and will prevent
water, mud and grass from getting in your
boots.

We recommend 2 collapsible walking sticks,
using walking sticks saves you energy provides
balance to a hiker

First Ascent Gaiters

Black Diamond First Strike
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Other items
Your day pack, used to carry your personal items each day, should be +/- 35 liters capacity and have soft arm
and hip straps for comfort.. Your duffle bag, containing extra items not used during the day, should be min 80
liters. The duffel bag will be carried on your behalf on Kilimanjaro by porters.

First Ascent Orbit 35L

A good quality sleeping bag, rated to -8 °C, should be adequate for a comfortable
Kilimanjaro trek. Being one of the most important items on your list careful
consideration needs to be taken.

Red Mountain Cargo 80L

First Ascent Ice Breaker
Item
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Unit price

Total

